
Epson Scanning – Lee Clackson 

 
Essential tools for the job: gloves, blower brush, neg sleeves 
 
Negs need to be clean and flat. Donʼt dry them too quickly. Will curl up and wonʼt sit on the scanner. Best to dry on 
cool if using the machines.  
 
Turn on the scanner straight away as takes a while to load up.  
 
Make sure the slide is out the top of the scanner, else it wonʼt scan!  
 
Connect2 – neg holder.  
 
Emulsion side up in holder (matte side) or make sure the writing is back to front.  
Clip in to scanner.  
 
Open Epson Scan Software 
 
Mode: Professional Mode 
 
If paper, put slide in and choose ʻReflectiveʼ document type.  
 
Image type: 24bit colour (Lee personal) but some people use 16bit grayscale 
 
Adjustments unticked. DO NOT unsharp mask.  
 
Donʼt worry about resolution.  
 
Preview – you're not actually scanning. Low resolution is fine. 
 
Tick or untick ones you want to scan. This sometimes automatically crops your image. Better to view on normal. 
 
To view on normal, use marquee tool to control which part of the image youʼre actually scanning. The benefits of this 
is you can crop like Jim Goldberg  or Diane Arbus. Most of all, it guarantees you won't be cropping without realising.  
 
OK 
 
Click on histogram 
Pull the triangle scale so that the more/most of the histogram is included within highlights and lowlights. DO NOT 
worry about how that effects the look of the preview a long as not too dark or too light. Photoshop can bring stuff back. 
Need to include as much nfo as possible without being too black and non-reversable.  
 
OK 
 
Resolution: the bigger the dpi the bigger the sized print you are able to get so it depends how and if you are going to 
print it. Check the file size this produces. For example - 30x30” 1200dpi 
 
Document size – original.  
 
OK 
 
Save as TIFF 
 
 
In photoshop, it will open as an Embedded Epson RGB so make sure its changed to Adobe RGB. Remember 
Preferences you can ask the computer. 
 
 


